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What is Design to Learn?Design to Learn was developed through a research and demonstration project funded by the U.S. Department of Education. The goal of the project was to develop a classroom-wide approach to promoting learning and independence for children who have pervasive developmental disorders (PDD), including autism. This research showed that there was a strong relationship between the learning opportunities provided in classroom activities and the development of communication andcognitive skills on the part of students (Rowland & Schweigert, 2000).Design to Learn is an environmental inventory used to determine the learning value of a specific activity for a specific child who has PDD, autism or other severe disabilities. It may be used by teachers to identify and create opportunities for active participation and steady learning in typical classroom activities.Design to Learn reveals to what extent a specific activity is encouraging learning and independence for a particular child and exactly how it is or isn’t doing so. The idea is that a teacher should be able to look at any activity (and ideally all activities) and pinpoint certain generic strategies that are especially conducive to learning and independence. If appropriate strategies are not in place, Design to Learn suggests ways to implement them.Design to Learn Inventory is available for download for $15 at https://designtolearn.com/Store/Index/4#categoryWrapper-4 
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Opportunities to
Communicate 

It is important to target a variety of communica-
tive intents, rather than only targeting requests.
In this section we list ten common communica-
tive intents, followed by an example of a strat-
egy for deliberately providing an opportunity to
practice or develop each intent.  As noted earlier,
these intents are taken directly from the
Communication Matrix (Rowland, 1990, 1996),
which may be used to assess the student’s com-
munication skills. The intents that are targeted
represent those that seem to appear by about
30 months of age in most children.  This is by no
means an exhaustive list of intents.  Many more
subtle intents exist, but they are difficult to
target and may require fairly sophisticated
cognitive and communicative abilities on the
part of the student.

Note that for these opportunities, the targeted
changes may be slightly different than for
other sections of Design to Learn.  Other state-

ments in Design to Learn refer to conditions
that are either present or absent:  if absent
you will want to consider adding them to the
activity.  In this section, however, you may
want to target change for a type of opportuni-
ty that you are already providing.  In other
words, you may want to change the manner in
which you are presenting the opportunity.  As
an example, you might decide to provide an
opportunity for the student to gain your atten-
tion by withholding your attention when you
are in close proximity, rather than expecting
the student to attempt to gain your attention
when you are further away.  Or, you might
want to change the communicative behavior
that you are targeting.  You might decide that
when you are in close proximity it is more
appropriate or easier or more effective for the
student to gain your attention by touching you
rather than by attempting to vocalize for
attention.  Finally, you might decide to change
the frequency with which you are providing a
particular type of opportunity.  If you are pro-
viding only one choice-making opportunity in
the activity, you might decide to offer several. 

F

F1 Gain Attention

Example: delay interaction until the student attempts to
gain your attention.  

F2 Request More

Example: give the student small portions of the materials
or brief turns within the activity so that he must request
more.  

F3 Request Something New
Example:  offer choices of new activities, materials,
actions or partners so that the student may request 
something new.  

different teachers consistent in the cues
they use?

D How often does the student get to “per-
form” in this activity? Is the interval
between responses or trials too long for
the student? If so, could you reduce the
size of the group so that turns occur more
frequently?

E Are turns so short that the student never
has time to engage in the activity mean-
ingfully? Sometimes, in the interest of
providing many opportunities for the stu-
dent to make a response, we give very
short turns and never allow students time
to really engage in the task in a satisfying
way.

B3 The student is receptive to 
engaging in some level of interaction at
this time.

Sometimes a student is simply not receptive to
any sort of interaction, and thus will not par-
ticipate in or communicate during an activity.
This reluctance to participate may have noth-
ing to do with the activity itself. This may
happen on an occasional basis, in reaction to
stresses that occur on a particular day or it
may be a regular problem. The student may
demonstrate her reluctance to interact
through competing behaviors, self-stimulatory
behaviors, or by withdrawing. When these
behaviors occur, you will need to determine
what the student is trying to communicate to
you (e.g., stress, fatigue, pain).

Options
A Identify the behaviors that suggest to you

that the student does not want to interact
with anyone.

B Are they positive or negative behaviors?
Do they involve "challenging" behaviors,
self-stimulation, withdrawal?

C Do they occur so frequently that they real-
ly interfere with engaging in the activity?

D Is this a temporary problem that might be
due to a particularly difficult day, or is it a
problem that occurs regularly?

E Try to identify the cause of the competing
behaviors. 

Here are some factors that might cause a
temporary problem:
• Student is ill or in pain.
• Student needs to sleep.
• Student’s home situation has changed.
• Student is distracted by disruptions in

the schedule that occur prior to this
activity.

• The activity is occurring at a different
time or place than usual.

• A different teacher is conducting the
activity.

• Different materials are used.

Here are some factors that might cause an
ongoing problem:
• The activity may occur at a time of day

when the student is typically tired or
hungry.

• The student may not enjoy the particu-
lar peers or adults involved in the
activity.

• The preceding activity may be much
preferred to this one and difficult to
break away from.

B4 Teacher and student are able to 
engage in the activity without prolonged
distractions by events occurring outside
the activity.

Prolonged distractions reduce the ability of
teachers and students to interact with each
other. Distractions may be caused by the
arrangement of the physical environment, by
visual or auditory features of the environ-
ment, by staff or peers, or by scheduling.

Options 
A Analyze the cause of the distractions and

try to eliminate them.
B Is the cause related to the physical environ-

ment? If so, you might eliminate distrac-
tions by:
• Changing the student’s position so that
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These statements concern the nature of the
entire activity.

B1 The student seems to be 
motivated to engage in this activity.

Not surprisingly, more communication (of a
positive sort) is likely to occur when the stu-
dent enjoys the activity enough to really want
to engage in it. If he really wants to partici-
pate, he will be motivated to request the
activity in the first place, and to request the
necessary materials. An unpleasant activity
may foster a lot of communication in the form
of protesting, but other communicative
intents (requests, comments, directing atten-
tion, labels) are most likely to appear under
pleasant or highly motivating circumstances.

Options
A What does your student do that suggests

to you that he does or doesn’t want to
participate in this activity?

B If student does not seem to enjoy the
activity, what can be done about it? Here
are some changes that might make the
activity more enjoyable:
• Change the student’s position in seat

or in group.
• Change the size of the group or the

make-up of it.
• Change the materials.
• Change the teacher or the teacher’s

position to increase student’s access to
her.

• Change the schedule and show student

that a more preferred activity will fol-
low completion of this one.

• Change the duration of the activity.
• Replace the activity with a more enjoy-

able one.

C If the entire activity is inappropriate, why
is it? Is it ...
• Developmentally inappropriate?
• Too easy?
• Too difficult?
• Do student’s cognitive, physical or sen-

sory impairments prevent meaningful
participation?

• Is it simply disliked by the student?

B2 The instructional demands or 
format of the activity do not appear to
frustrate the student.

If the instructional demands or format of the
activity frustrate the student, the likelihood of
participation and learning by the student is
reduced. Frustration may occur because the
instructional demands are too great or
because they are not demanding enough.
You as a teacher no doubt periodically “up
the ante” so that the student is required to
perform more and more challenging tasks.
However, a balance must be struck between
fostering new learning and pushing the stu-
dent too fast. Frustration may be expressed by
“acting out,” by withdrawal from the activity,
or by self-stimulatory behaviors. Some students
will express frustration because the activity is
too easy. In this case, the demands of the activ-
ity should be increased to alleviate boredom.

Options 
A Has the program been changed recently? If

so, was the change too great? Should you
back up to the previous step, or break the
change down into smaller steps?

B Is the instructional time too long for this
student? Can you shorten the time that
this student participates in the activity?

C Are your cues clear to the student? Does
she know what you expect her to do? Are
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F4 Request Absent Item (Symbolic only)

Example:  allow student to request objects, actions or activities that
are not immediately present (that is, they are out of sight, hearing
or touch).  This will require the use of some sort of symbolic system.

F5 Protest

Example:  offer non-preferred items or violate the students’ expecta-
tions to elicit a protest.

F6 Greetings/Social/Affection

Example:  greet the student or make her aware of your presence to
elicit a greeting, anticipatory or social response; withhold requested
items to elicit “please”.  

F7 Label/Comment (Symbolic only)

Example:  comment on or ask questions about the materials or activ-
ity to elicit comments or labels from the student.  This will require
the use of some sort of symbolic system.

F8 Confirm/Negate

Example:  ask yes/no questions for the student to answer. 

F9 Ask Questions

Example:  switch roles with the student or vary a familiar routine to
elicit questions from her.  

F10 Direct Attention

Example:  withhold your attention from an interesting event to
encourage the student to direct your attention to it.  
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If the student uses an alternative system (such
as tangible symbols or calling device), the 
student has access to all components of the
system at all times.

6

The positioning of teacher and student makes
it is easy for them to communicate with each
other.

7

The teacher communicates to the student in a
way that the student can understand.8

If the student uses a non-speech symbolic
communication system, the teacher some-
times uses that system to communicate to
the student.

9
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GAIN ATTENTION Example: delay interaction
until the child attempts to gain your 
attention.

1

REQUEST MORE Example: give the child small
portions of the materials or brief turns with
an activity so that he must request more.

2

REQUEST SOMETHING NEW Example: offer
choices of new activities, materials, actions or
partners so that the child may request some-
thing new.

3

REQUEST ABSENT ITEM (Symbolic only)
Example: allow child to request objects,
actions or activities that are not immediately
present (that is, they are out of sight, hearing
or touch).

4

PROTEST Example: offer non-preferred items
or violate the child’s expectations to elicit a
protest.

5
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The following 10 items are communicative
intents. You may provide the child opportuni-
ties to express these intents, either through
presymbolic or symbolic means.

Comments/Actions
Action
Dates

Targeted changes for this section might include how you
present the opportunity, changing the frequency of the
opportunity, or changing the communicative behavior you
are targeting to express this intent.
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GREETING/SOCIAL/AFFECTION Example:
greet the child or make her aware of your
presence to elicit a greeting or anticipatory
response;  withhold requested items to elicit
“please“.

6

LABEL/COMMENT (Symbolic Only) Example:
Comment on or ask questions about the
materials or activity to elicit comments or
labels from the child.

7

CONFIRM/NEGATE Example: Ask yes/no ques-
tions for the child to confirm or negate.8

ASK QUESTIONS Example: switch role with
child or vary familiar routine to elicit ques-
tions from her.

9

DIRECT ATTENTION Example: withhold your
attention to an event to encourage the child
to direct your attention to it.

10
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OPPORTUNITIES TO COMMUNICATE

The following 10 items are communicative
intents. You may provide the child opportuni-
ties to express these intents, either through
presymbolic or symbolic means.

Comments/Actions
Action
Dates

Targeted changes for this section might include how you
present the opportunity, changing the frequency of the
opportunity, or changing the communicative behavior you
are targeting to express this intent.
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The student has a means of communication
that is appropriate to his or her abilities and
that facilitates (rather than impedes) 
communication.
Answer may be based on general knowledge of child’s abilities or 
classroom practices.

1

The student has a way (gestures, symbols, or
other communicative behaviors) to communi-
cate about the specific materials, people or
actions in this activity. Example: if the student
uses gestures, materials are within sight or
reach; if the student uses symbols, she has the
necessary vocabulary.

2

When new symbols are introduced, the proce-
dure incorporates an objective means of
assessing the student's comprehension of each
new symbol.
Answer may be based on general knowledge of child’s abilities or 
classroom practices.

3

The student has an effective and appropriate
means of gaining attention in this particular
activity.

4

The student has an effective and appropriate
means of telling the teacher “finished“ in this
particular activity.
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